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Time-resolved infrared-ultraviolet double resonance (IR-UV DR) spectroscopy provides a distinctive way
to examine collision-induced state-to-state energy transfer between rotationalJ-levels in vibrational manifolds
of small polyatomic molecules, such as acetylene (C2H2) in its electronic ground state X˜ . We consider the
4νCH rovibrational manifold of C2H2 at ∼12 700 cm-1, where the principal source of IR-brightness is the
(ν1 + 3ν3) or (1 0 3 0 0)0 ∑u

+ vibrational combination level. In this highly congested manifold, anharmonic,
l-resonance, and Coriolis couplings affect theJ-levels of interest, implicating them in a complicated variety
of intramolecular dynamics. Previous papers of this series have reported several seemingly anomalousJ-resolved
phenomena induced by collisions in C2H2 gas at room temperature with pressures and IR-UV pump-probe
delay intervals corresponding to remarkably high Lennard-Jones collisional efficienciesP: odd-∆J rotational
energy transfer (10-3 < P < 0.1), in addition to regular even-∆J transfer (P ≈ 0.3 for typical |∆J| ) 2
transfer); particular rovibrational “gateway” channels, such asVia (ν1 + 3ν3) ∑u

+ J ) 12 (with P as high as
∼0.1); an apparently ubiquitous collision-induced quasi-continuous background (10-3 < P < 0.1) that accounts
for much of the observed collision-induced odd-∆J satellite structure. These phenomena have been characterized
by means of systematic IR-UV DR kinetic measurements, with IR pump and UV probe wavelengths and
sample pressure fixed while the IR-UV pump-probe delay is scanned. In this paper, a detailed master-
equation model is constructed to provide a satisfactory phenomenological fit to the IR-UV DR kinetic data,
thereby offering mechanistic insight. This model includes collision-induced energy transfer between discrete
rovibrational levels in an IR-bright manifoldV and a quasi-continuous bathB, mediated by aJ-specific
gateway manifoldG.

I. Introduction

There are numerous instances in molecular physics of
significant scientific discoveries being preceded by courageous
engineering projects that entail the building of new, high-
performance instruments, taking advantage of emerging technol-
ogy and almost invariably driven by a visionary determination
to make measurements that surpass what were previously
feasible. A prime example in this context is the emergence of
optothermal molecular-beam spectroscopy, pioneered 30 years
ago by Gough, Miller, and Scoles.1,2 Several key technological
elements were involved in this development: a liquid-helium-
cooled doped silicon superconducting bolometer2,3 which oper-
ated at∼2 K and was of a type previously used to measure
molecular beam scattering;4 continuous-wave single-longitudinal-
mode F-center lasers2,5 that were continuously tunable in the
near-infrared region, with new-found reliability; a profound
insight into high-vacuum technology, enabling essential instru-
mental engineering to be optimized.2,6-8 (In this last respect,
Scoles9 has lauded “the superiority of common sense over
complicated thinking,” as exemplified in J. B. Fenn’s approach
to such research.)

Among the myriad scientific outcomes of optothermal
spectroscopy are the following areas in which significant,
topically relevant advances have been made: structure and

dynamics (e.g., infrared predissociation) of complexes and
clusters of molecules;1,2,10,11rotational and vibrational energy
transfer;12-14 differential scattering;15 high-field laser Stark
spectroscopy of nondipolar molecules;16-18 photofragmentation
of oriented complexes;14,19-21 eigenstate-resolved infrared spec-
troscopy of congested polyatomic-molecular rovibrational
manifolds;22-26 scattering of atoms27,28 or molecules29 from
surfaces; superfluid-helium nanodroplet spectroscopy.30-34

Topics such as these have recently been reviewed35 in the
context of the spectroscopy and energetics of the molecule that
is central to the present paper, namely, acetylene (C2H2), for
which some relevant spectroscopic nomenclature35,36 is sum-
marized in Table 1. Indeed, our ongoing interest37-42 in the 4νCH

rovibrational manifold of C2H2 (at ∼12 700 cm-1 in its X̃1∑g
+

electronic ground state) was first stimulated37 by the laser Stark
spectra of C2H2, optothermally detected in a molecular beam
by Gough and co-workers.17 Moreover, our preceding studies43-46

of the (νCC + 3νCH) region at∼11 600 cm-1 in the X̃ manifold
of C2H2 have reciprocally prompted optothermal laser Stark
spectroscopy in that same region18 and have facilitated inter-
pretation46 of the complexities encountered there.

The principal technique employed in our experiments on C2H2

is time-resolved infrared-ultraviolet double resonance (IR-UV
DR) spectroscopy, with detection by laser-induced fluorescence
(LIF).35,37-46 The IR-UV DR excitation scheme illustrated in
Figure 1 depicts the way that collision-induced rovibrational
energy transfer (ET) can be distinguished by varying the IR-
UV delay, t, between rotationally selective IR pump and UV
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probe pulses. This provides a distinctive way to examine
collision-induced state-to-state energy transfer between rotational
J-levels in vibrational manifolds of small polyatomic molecules,
such as C2H2. LIF-detected IR-UV DR spectroscopy is another
example of scientific advances being driven by new enabling
technology (in this case, nanosecond-pulsed Nd:YAG lasers and
associated continuously tunable sources of narrowband coherent
radiation).

IR-UV DR spectroscopy of rovibrational energy transfer in
the νCH manifold of C2H2, centered at∼3288 cm-1, has been
studied extensively by Smith, Frost, and co-workers.47-52 In
particular, Frost’s early UV-scanned, LIF-detected IR-UV DR
experiments48 have yielded insight into ways in which intramo-
lecular perturbations, such as anharmonic coupling in the (ν3/
ν2 + ν4 + ν5) Fermi-type dyad of C2H2, can influence
rotationally resolved propensities and cross sections for collision-
induced intramolecularV-V transfer between the (ν3/ν2 + ν4

+ ν5)I and (ν3/ν2 + ν4 + ν5)II submanifolds.35,53,54

CH-stretching overtone and combination bands above∼6500
cm-1 in the near-IR absorption spectrum of C2H2 entail
excitation to congested assemblies of rovibrational levels, many
of which are strongly perturbed relative to basis states from
which they are derived. Crim and co-workers55-63 are the
principal pioneers of LIF-detected IR-UV DR spectroscopy
with near-IR pump excitation in the X˜ manifold above
∼6500 cm-1. Absorption spectra in thensνCH (ns ) 2-5) regions
of C2H2 correspond to excitation ofns CH stretching quanta
(ν1 and/orν3), wherens is a polyad quantum number as defined
in Table 1. The upper vibrational IR absorption levels that carry
the oscillator strength in thensνCH rovibrational manifolds of
C2H2 are as follows:35,36,64,65for ns ) 2, (ν1 + ν3) at Gv )
6556.46 cm-1, primarily (1 0 1 00 00)+

0 ; for ns ) 3, 3ν3 at Gv )
9639.85 cm-1, primarily (0 0 3 00 00)+

0 ; for ns ) 4, (ν1 + 3ν3)
at Gv ) 12 675.68 cm-1, primarily (1 0 3 00 00)+

0 ; for ns ) 5,
5ν3 at Gv ) 15 948.52 cm-1, primarily (0 0 5 00 00)+

0 . To first
order (i.e., in the absence of local off-diagonall-resonance or
Coriolis perturbations), all of these levels have∑u

+ vibrational
symmetry with well-definedl ()0) and point-group symmetry
(+).35,36Crim and co-workers have addressed various key issues

TABLE 1: Summary of Spectroscopic Notation Applicable to12C2H2 in the Context of This Papera

spectroscopic property notation and characteristics

term symbols for electronic statesb X̃ 1∑g
+ (Te ) 0 cm-1; D∞h); Ã 1Au (Te ) 42 197.57 cm-1; C2h)

normal modes of vibration,i ) 1-5 (for
X̃ 1∑g

+ electronic ground state)c
i ) 1: symmetric CH stretch,ν1 (σg

+; Gv ) 3 372.85 cm-1);
i ) 2: CC stretch,ν2 (σg

+; Gv ) 1 974.32 cm-1);
i ) 3: antisymmetric CH stretch,ν3 (σu

+; Gv ) 3294.84 cm-1);
i ) 4: symmetrictrans-CCH bend,ν4 (πg; Gv ) 612.87 cm-1);
i ) 5: antisymmetriccis-CCH bend,ν5 (πu; Gv ) 730.33 cm-1)

vibrational angular momenta,li andl
(for X̃ 1∑g

+ electronic ground state)d

i ) 4: l4; i ) 5: l5; resultant: l ) l4 + l5 ≡ k (associated with
doubly degenerate bending modesν4 andν5)

zero-order normal-mode basis statese |(V1 V2 V3 V4
l4 V5

l5)(
l 〉, where the( label applies tol ) 0 levels

anharmonically coupled vibrational polyad statesf |{ns, nres, l, g/u, (}〉, wherens ) V1 + V2 + V3;
l ) l4 + l5; (for C2H2) nres) 5V1 + 3V2 + 5V3 + V4 + V5

(V1, V2, V3, V4, l4, V5, l5 are spoiled as good quantum numbers)
polyad states coupled by off-diagonall-resonanceg |{ns, nres, g/u, (}〉, so thatl is also spoiled as a good quantum

number and the resulting levels are no longer pureΣ, Π, ∆, ...
coriolis-coupled vibrational polyad statesh |{nres, g/u, (}〉, whereV1, V2, V3, V4, l4, V5, l5, l, andns are all

spoiled as good quantum numbers
specific rovibrational manifoldsi 4νCH at∼12 700 cm-1, based on (ν1 + 3ν3), i.e., (1 0 3 0 0)0;

(νCC + 3νCH) at∼11 600 cm-1, based on (ν2 + 3ν3), i.e., (0 1 3 0 0)0

a This tabular summary, based on refs 35 and 36, defines electronic states, normal modes of vibration, vibrational quantum numbers, and vibrational
eigenstates (in the presence of various classes of intramolecular perturbation) for12C2H2 that are of particular relevance to this paper.b Term
symbols and term energiesTe for the lower and upper electronic states of12C2H2 implicated in our IR-UV DR experiments.c Normal-mode
vibrational labels,νi (i ) 1-5), for the X̃1∑g

+ electronic ground state of12C2H2, together with corresponding symmetry species and vibrational term
energiesGv. d Vibrational angular momentum quantum numbers,l i (i ) 4, 5), and their resultantl ) l4 + l5 (also designated ask in some of the
literature) associated with doubly degenerate bending modes in the X˜ 1∑g

+ electronic ground state of C2H2; l ) 0, 1, 2, 3, ... levels haveΣ, Π, ∆,
Φ, ... labels, respectively.e Zero-order basis states for vibrational levels in the X˜ 1∑g

+ electronic ground state of C2H2, labeled in terms of normal-
mode quantum numbers,Vi (i ) 1 - 5), l4, l5, l, and a( symmetry label that is also necessary whenl4 ) -l5 (i.e., l ) 0) and which corresponds
to Σ+/Σ- states.f Vibrational polyad (or cluster) description for X˜ 1∑g

+ C2H2, in the presence of anharmonic coupling.g Polyad description in the
presence of off-diagonall-resonance coupling, wherel is not well-defined.h Coriolis-coupled vibrational polyad description, in which only the
polyad labelnres, the point-group symmetry labelg/u, and the( symmetry label remain well-defined.i Qualitative labels and frequencies for the
rovibrational manifolds that have been studied in our IR-UV DR experiments (see refs 37-46), together with their principal source of IR brightness.

Figure 1. Excitation scheme for time-resolved, LIF-detected IR-UV
DR spectroscopy of C2H2. Discrete rovibrational levels (V, J, K)init and
(V, J, K)final in the manifold of interest are coupled by collision-induced
energy transfer (ET) during the IR-UV delay intervalt.
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in the X̃ manifold of C2H2 at high vibrational energies (above
6500 cm-1), includingJ-resolved state-to-field relaxation of the
nsνCH (ns ) 2-4) manifolds,Via C2H2/C2H2 collisions and with
rare-gas collision partners;55,56,62even-|∆J| state-to-state rota-
tional energy transfer (RET) within the 3νCH manifold Via
collisions with C2H2

57,62 or Ar;62 J-resolved state-to-state
intrapolyadV-V transfer within the 3νCH manifold Via C2H2/
C2H2 collisions;57,61 recognition of the complementary roles of
IR-bright/UV-dark and IR-dark/UV-bright rovibrational states
in IR-UV DR spectra of C2H2.63 They have also assigned and
characterized rovibronic structure in the A˜ 1Au excited electronic
state of C2H2, using reduced term-value plots58,59 and normal-
mode analysis.60

Continuing that line of investigation (and within the context
of the present paper) we have made extensive IR-UV DR
spectroscopic investigations of the 4νCH manifold of C2H2 at
∼12 700 cm-1, as summarized in Table 2.37-42,46,66 These
interests stem from our IR-UV DR spectroscopic studies43-46,46,66

of contrasting dynamical behavior in the adjacent (νCC + 3νCH)
manifold, which draws its rovibrational oscillator strength from
the (ν2 + 3ν3) ∑u

+ basis state, i.e., (0 1 3 00 00)+
0 , with Gv )

11 599.68 cm-1.
The investigations summarized in Table 2 are of particular

interest in the present paper. In terms of the generic time-
resolved IR-UV DR excitation scheme for C2H2 depicted in
Figure 1, they involve intermediate rovibrational levels (V, J,
K) of the 4νCH manifold, for instance, from the IR-bright (ν1 +
3ν3) ∑u

+ level with Gv ) 12 675.68 cm-1 and primary basis
state (1 0 3 00 00)+

0 . A narrowband IR PUMP laser pulse tuned
to transitions of form (V, J, K)init r (V′′ ) 0, J′′, K′′) is used
for selective excitation of C2H2 to rovibrational levels (V, J,
K)init of the 4νCH manifold. Rovibrational energy transfer (ET;
marked by a double-headed arrow in Figure 1) within the 4νCH

manifold takes C2H2 molecules from the prepared level (V, J,
K)init to a destination level (V, J, K)final. This destination level
is monitored by means of a pulsed tunable UV PROBE laser
that excites rovibronic transitions (V′, J′, K′) r (V, J, K)final in
the Ã-X̃ absorption system, with LIF detection from the A˜
1Au electronic manifold.

Within this time-resolved, LIF-detected IR-UV DR ap-
proach, there are two distinct forms of sequential excitation.

The former is direct, which is effectively free of intervening
collision-induced energy transfer within the intermediate rovi-
brational manifiold (V, J, K), as follows:

with V′′ ) 0, as depicted schematically in Figure 1, and (V, J,
K)init and (V, J, K)final indistinguishable; the “r” arrows denote
spectroscopic transitions (stimulated by IR PUMP or UV
PROBE radiation). The other form of excitation is indirect,
arising when values oft andP are sufficiently large to enable
collision-induced state-to-state energy transfer (ET) during the
IR-UV delay interval, as follows:

where “r ET -” denotes collision-induced energy transfer (e.g.,
J-resolvedV-V transfer or RET). IR-UV DR spectra are often
displayed as difference spectra, with the thermal-equilibrium
background signal electronically suppressed to show only the
IR PUMP-induced DR signal.

In our IR-UV DR experiments on C2H2 gas at sample
pressureP, the ET processes of interest are induced by collisions
during a controllable IR-UV delay intervalt. As before,37-46

the combination ofP andt define the collision numberz, referred
arbitrarily to Lennard-Jones collisional rate constantskLJ. (For
C2H2/C2H2 self-collisions at 300 K, values ofz are referred to
kLJ ) 16.4µs-1 Torr-1 ) 5.10× 10-10 cm3 molecule-1 s-1.62)
Continuous variation oft while systematically fixing the IR
PUMP and UV PROBE wavelengths (λIR andλUV, respectively)
at constantP yields sets of IR-UV DR kinetic curves, which
comprise plots of self-consistent, internally calibrated IR-UV
DR signal amplitude versust.37-42,45

This paper describes a rate-equation model that is able to
reproduce such IR-UV DR kinetic curves and thereby provide
detailed phenomenological insight into the complicated network
of underlying collision-induced rovibrational energy transfer
(ET) processes that occur within the 4νCH manifold of C2H2.
These IR-UV DR kinetic curves are complemented by various

TABLE 2: Index to IR -UV DR Studies of the 4νCH Manifold in C 2H2 by Payne, Milce, and co-workersa

ref (year) topic content/significance

37 (1997) dynamical symmetry breaking (?) in 4νCH
b our initial results, prompted by ref 17 and showing ET gateway

anomalies in the (ν1 + 3ν3) ∑u
+ J ) 1 andJ ) 12 levels

38 (2000) quasi-continuum of background states first evidence of a collision-induced quasi-continuous background
(CIQCB) that is ubiquitous in 4νCH IR-UV DR spectra

46 (2000) (νCC + 3νCH) rovibrational manifold ... detailed analysis of intramolecular perturbations; contrasting
collision-induced ET mechanisms in (νCC + 3νCH) and 4νCH

66 (2000) applications of optical parametric oscillators IR pump and UV probe sources with narrower optical bandwidths
fail to reveal any new underlying IR-UV DR effects.

39 (2003) 1. foundation studies at lowJc systematic IR-UV DR characterization of (ν1 + 3ν3) ∑u
+ J ) 0 and

J ) 1 rovibrational levels, refining results of ref 37
40 (2005) 2. perturbed states withJ ) 17 and 18c systematic IR-UV DR characterization of 4νCH J ) 17 andJ ) 18

rovibrational levels, affected by strong local perturbations
41 (2005) 3. state-to-stateJ-resolved kineticsc procedures needed to preprocess IR-UV DR kinetic data;

preliminary report of a rate-equation model and its results
42 (2006) 4. collision-induced quasi-continuous background effectsc detailed IR-UV DR spectroscopy and kinetics to characterize the

CIQCB effect and its proposed mechanism (involving collisional
ET to a congested IR-dark rovibrational manifold)

this work 5. detailed kinetic modelc details of a phenomenological master-equation model to fit IR-UV
DR kinetics in the 4νCH manifold (including CIQCB)

a This general subject area has recently been reviewed in ref 35.b The proposition that genuine collision-free “dynamical symmetry breaking”
occurs in the 4νCH manifold of C2H2 has subsequently been discredited (see refs 35, 38-42, and 46).c Subtitle of a part of this ongoing series of
papers entitled “Rovibrational energy transfer in the 4νCH manifold of acetylene, viewed by IR-UV double resonance spectroscopy,” by Payne
et al.

Direct excitation: (V′, J′, K′) r UV- (V, J, K)
r IR- (V′′, J′′, K′′) (1)

Indirect transfer: (V′, J′, K′) r UV - (V, J, K)final

r ET - (V, J, K)init r IR - (V′′, J′′, K′′) (2)
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IR-scanned IR-UV DR spectra (withλIR tuned whileλUV, t,
P, andz are fixed) and UV-scanned IR-UV DR spectra (with
λUV tuned whileλIR, t, P, andz are fixed), as reported in our
earlier articles on the 4νCH manifold of C2H2.37-42,46,66

II. A Specific Example: IR -UV DR Spectroscopy of
C2H2 Probed in the (ν1 + 3ν3) ∑u

+ J ) 1 Level

Figure 2 depicts time-resolved, LIF-detected IR-UV DR
spectroscopic results (comprising portions of Figures 2 and 3
of ref 39), where the wavelength of the UV PROBE laser pulse
is set at 299.105 nm, which unambiguously monitors the
rovibrational destination level (ν1 + 3ν3) ∑u

+ Jfinal ) 1 Via the
R(1) rovibronic transition of C2H2 in its Ã-X̃ 11

0 33
1 50

1 K0
1

absorption band.37,39 The topmost portion of Figure 2 is an
IR-scanned IR-UV DR spectrum that spans the 12 676 cm-1

(ν1 + 3ν3) ∑u
+-∑g

+ combination band of C2H2.37-39 Collision-
inducedR- and P-branch features appear as the narrowband
pulsed IR PUMP laser is tuned to successive (V, J, K)init r

(V′′ ) 0, J′′, K′′) transitions, which communicateVia collision-
induced ET to the (V, J, K)final J ) 1 level that is LIF-detected
by the UV PROBE laser. Small values ofz (e.g.,z ) 0.033,
with t ) 10 ns andP ) 0.20 Torr); not explicitly depicted in
Figure 2)37-39 yield a simple two-line IR-UV DR spectrum
comprising only theR(0) and P(2) rovibrational “parent”
features (designated by diagonal arrows in Figure 2, at 12 677.98
and 12 670.92 cm-1, respectively) owing to direct, collision-
free excitation as in eq 1. A 20-fold increase inz (e.g., witht
) 200 ns andP ) 0.20 Torr, as in the topmost portion of Figure
2)37,39 yields a more congested IR-scanned IR-UV DR spec-
trum, with a series ofR(Jinit - 1) andP(Jinit + 1) rovibrational
features corresponding to odd values ofJinit in the (ν1 + 3ν3)
band of C2H2; this is consistent with the expected even-|∆J|
RET satellitesVia an indirect, collision-induced excitation
scheme as in eq 2. The corresponding IR-UV DR kinetic
curves39 (recorded withP ) 0.20 Torr and the IR PUMP tuned
to successive odd-Jinit peaks in the (ν1 + 3ν3) band of C2H2)
are shown in the lower left-hand column of Figure 2; an upward-
pointing arrow designates the value oft at whichz ) 1.0.

Accompanying these regular even-|∆J| collision-induced IR-
UV DR features is a prominent series of odd-|∆J| IR-UV DR
features that is not expected in RET within a centrosymmetric
molecule such as C2H2.37-39 Much of this unusual odd-|∆J|
structure is centered around the (ν1 + 3ν3) bandR(11) andP(13)
rovibrational features (designated by vertical arrows in the
topmost part of Figure 2, at 12 699.89 and 12 641.09 cm-1,
respectively). It is consistent with unusually facile odd-|∆J|
collision-induced “Jinit ) 12 to Jfinal ) 1” transfer to the UV
PROBE-monitored (ν1 + 3ν3) ∑u

+ Jfinal ) 1 level of C2H2 from
another rovibrational level withJinit ) 12 in the 4νCH manifold.
This relatively efficient energy transfer channel corresponds to

Figure 2. Time-resolved LIF-detected IR-UV DR spectroscopic
results for C2H2 probed in the (ν1 + 3ν3) ∑u

+ Jfinal ) 1 level:37,39upper,
IR-scanned withz ) 0.66; lower, kinetics for specificJinit levels.
Calibrated in a self-consistent fashion to indicate actual relative IR-
UV DR signal amplitudes.

Figure 3. Schematic model of IR-UV DR kinetics in the 4νCH

manifold of C2H2, based on three distinct rovibrational submanifolds:
V, directly monitored (ν1 + 3ν3) ∑u

+ levels;G, rovibrational gateway
levels;B, congested levels representing a quasi-continuous bath. Solid
arrows within each submanifold denote even-|∆J| RET, and dashed
arrows denoteV-V energy transfer. See section IV for further details.
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∆J ) (Jfinal - Jinit) ) -11, which is unusual in terms of both
its magnitude and its being an odd number. Another less
prominent channel of odd-|∆J| transfer appearsVia the R(17)
rovibrational feature in the (ν1 + 3ν3) band IR-UV DR
spectrum, corresponds to∆J ) (Jfinal - Jinit) ) -17.

Corresponding IR-UV DR kinetic curves39 (recorded with
P ) 0.20 Torr and the IR PUMP tuned to successive even-Jinit

peaks in the (ν1 + 3ν3) band of C2H2) are shown in the lower
right-hand column of Figure 2. The prominence and relatively
rapid rise-time of theJinit ) 12 kinetic curve indicate that this
level acesses some form of collision-induced ET gateway. The
IR-UV DR kinetic efficiency of the “Jinit ) 12 to Jfinal ) 1”
odd-|∆J| transfer channel is remarkably high, comparable to
that for regular|∆J| ) 2 and |∆J| ) 4 RET channels37,39-42

and consistent with IR-scanned IR-UV DR spectra.37-39 Other
odd-|∆J| transfer features fall away monotonically from the
kinetic curve forJinit ) 12, as if from a secondary parent peak,
including the twoJinit ) 18 doublet components associated with
the locally perturbedR(17) feature at∼12 709.3 cm-1 that is
known from IR absorption spectra;67,68 the relatively rapid rise
of IR-UV DR kinetic curves forJinit ) 18 and its “perturber”
indicates an additional gateway effect. Such kinetic studies of
individual collision-induced IR-UV DR features therefore
reveal apparent symmetry-breaking IR-UV DR signals origi-
nating from even-Jinit levels of the (ν1 + 3ν3) ∑u

+ submanifold
(notablyJinit ) 12) when the (ν1 + 3ν3) ∑u

+ Jfinal ) 1 level is
probed. The body of IR-UV DR kinetic results can be simulated
by a phenomenological master-equation model,40-42,69 as re-
ported in more detail in this paper.

There is additional evidence that more than just a single
discrete set of (ν1 + 3ν3) ∑u

+ J-levels contributes to IR-UV
DR spectra and kinetics of the 4νCH manifold, particularly when
the UV PROBE is set at 299.105 nm to excite LIFVia the (ν′3
+ ν′5) upper vibronic state; a highly efficientJ-resolvedV-V
transfer gateway channel is then observable, whereas that
channel is not observed at 296.032 nmVia (ν′2 + ν′5).38,39

Likewise, IR-UV DR kinetic studies in the 4νCH manifold of
C2H2 with argon (Ar) as a foreign-gas collision partner31,39,40

verify odd-|∆J| energy transfer as a genuine intramolecular
process (as in comparable IR-UV DR studies of theνCH

48,51

and 3νCH
62 regions), rather than the more trivial outcome of

intermolecular exchange of rovibrational excitation between
ortho and para nuclear-spin modifications of C2H2 in self-
collisions (as observed by Raman-UV DR in theνCC manifold70

and by intermolecular “step-down”V-V transfer effects in
rovibrational LIF experiments71).

It is remarkable that collision-induced kinetics in the 4νCH

rovibrational manifold of C2H2 is complicated by an apparently
ubiquitous collision-induced quasi-continuous background
(CIQCB).38-42 This unusual phenomenon is not clearly evident
in the IR-scanned and kinetic IR-UV DR results of Figure 2,
but it accompanies regular even-|∆J| rovibrational energy
transfer and accounts for much of the observed collision-induced
odd-|∆J| satellite structure in LIF-detected IR-UV DR spectra.
It has recently been postulated42 that the CIQCB arises from a
congested array of many approximately iso-energetic IR-dark/
UV-bright rovibrational levels above 12 700 cm-1 in the X̃1∑g

+

ground electronic state of C2H2; this yields an effectively quasi-
continuous distribution of rovibrational levels, estimated42,69to
have a density exceeding 10 IR-dark/UV-bright levels per cm-1.
This is consistent with the observed CIQCB effects, which can
be satisfactorily accommodated in the phenomenological model
of collision-induced kinetics in the 4νCH rovibrational manifold
of C2H2,40-42,69 as is demonstrated in this paper.

In a previous paper (part 3 of this series),41 we have explained
the systematic procedures that are involved in generating reliable
IR-UV DR kinetic results such as those depicted in the lower
portion of Figure 2. Processing of suchJ-resolved IR-UV DR
kinetic data must take account of additional processes that affect
the time dependence of LIF-detected IR-UV DR signals, such
as collision-induced quenching of fluorescence and mass transfer
from the IR-UV optical excitation zone (a combination of beam
flyout and diffusion). Great experimental diligence is also
required to ensure that the overall kinetic data set is internally
self-consistent with respect to instrumental factors that influence
IR-UV DR signal amplitude, for all values of (V, J, K)init and
(V, J, K)final considered in subsequent modeling. It is necessary
to make careful preparations of this type,39,41,45,69to obtain a
self-consistent array of kinetic data forJ-resolved rovibrational
energy transfer channels that are to be interpretedVia a
mechanistically structured master-equation model.

III. The Rovibrational Rate-Equation Approach

We aim to deduce state-to-state rate constants and associated
mechanisms from IR-UV DR kinetic measurements (e.g., as
depicted in the lower portion of Figure 2) of the 4νCH

rovibrational manifold of C2H2. To do this, we implement a
kinetic master-equation model of conventional form.72 Our
kinetic modeling approach is similar to that previously imple-
mented by our group to investigate rovibrational kinetics in the
950-cm-1 ν4/ν6 manifold of D2CO73-76 and in the 11 600 cm-1

ν2 + 3ν3 region of C2H2.45

A vector n(t) is used to represent the number-density
populations of a set of rovibrational levels, whose evolution in
time t is defined by a matrixΠ of pseudo-first-order rate
constants that are generally proportional to the sample pressure
P. An additional pressure-independent (but time-dependent)
matrixδΠ(t) incorporates the effects of radiative pumping from
the ground state (V′′ ) 0, J′′, K′′) to an initial level (V, J, K)init,
emulating the spectroscopic action of the IR PUMP laser pulse.
A set of simultaneous linear rate equations, controlling collision-
induced rovibrational energy transfer from the prepared level
(V, J, K)init to a destination level (V, J, K)final (as monitored at
time t by the UV PROBE laser pulse), is set up in accordance
with the time-resolved excitation scheme depicted in Figure 1.
The kinetics may then be represented compactly in matrix form
as

It should be noted that diagonal elementsΠii of the rate-constant
matrix Π, correspond to the total rate constant for depletion of
level i, whereas off-diagonal elementsΠij of the rate-constant
matrix Π, correspond to minus the rate constant for population
transfer from levelj to level i. The collision-induced pseudo-
first-order elementsΠij are related to corresponding second-
order rate constantskij, becauseΠij )kijP. Equation 3 may be
written more explicitly as

wherei andj range over rovibrational submanifolds of interest.
Solution of eqs 3 and 4 by standard computational methods
yieldsni(t), the population in leveli at timet. Consecutive kinetic
processes arising from multiple collisional interactions are
included in the model, so that nonzero elements ofΠ are not
solely allocated to transitions originating in directly pumped or
probed levels.

dn(t)/dt ) -[Π + δΠ(t)]‚n(t) (3)

dni(t)/dt ) - ∑
j

[Πij + δΠji(t)]nj(t) (4)
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The kinetic matrixΠ is constructed in such a way that
conservation, symmetry, and detailed-balance conditions45,73are
satisfied. Detailed balance results in a nonsymmetricΠ matrix
because, typically

where〈n〉j is the thermal-equilibrium population for rovibrational
level j. In this work, eq 5 is alteredartificially to yield an
effective thermal equilibrium population〈n〉j of level j differing
from that given by a simple overall Boltzmann distribution. As
will be explained more fully in section IV below, this artifice
is contrived to represent a quasi-continuous distribution of
rovibrational levels that is apparently consistent with the
observed CIQCB effects in the 4νCH rovibrational manifold of
C2H2.38,40-42,69This is achieved by modifying eq 5 to include a
hypothetical effective statistical weighting factor,ηj

d, for a
rovibrational levelj of a rovibrational submanifoldd such that

whereηj
d andηi

e depend respectively only on the rovibrational
submanifoldsd ande to which levelsj and i belong. Note that
eqs 5 and 6 allow the model to impute rate constants for
downward transitions from those for upward transitions, and
Vice Versa. Within any submanifoldd (or e) thesamestatistical
weighting factor is taken to apply toall rovibrational levelsi
(or j) of that submanifold, so that thei (or j) suffix can be
suppressed, i.e.,ηj

d ≡ ηd (or ηi
e ≡ ηe).

Our model of IR-UV DR kinetics in the 4νCH manifold of
C2H2 identifies three distinct rovibrational submanifolds, as
depicted schematically in Figure 3: the directly monitored (V,
J, K)-levels of the (ν1 + 3ν3) ∑u

+ submanifold (to which we
ascribe the labelV); a less well-characterized rovibrational
gateway submanifold (labeledG); a quasi-continuous bath
(labeledB). Further details of these submanifolds and of their
incorporation in the kinetic model will be presented in section
IV below.

For most rovibrational submanifolds,ηj
d ≡ ηd (or ηi

e ≡ ηe) is
trivially set equal to unity and the statistical weighting factors
are redundant in eq 6. However, a high statistical weighting
factor (ηj

B ≡ ηB . 1, typically ) 100) is introduced to model
energy transfer into the bath submanifoldB. This is because
the bath is artificially represented in our model by a set of
discrete levels effectively “condensed” out of the quasi-
continuum (i.e., we may consider each discrete levelB, J, K
representing the bathB in the model to take the place ofηB

actual levels of the quasi-continuous bath).
The optical pumping matrixδΠ(t) in eqs 3 and 4 depends

on the IR-UV DR delayt and allows phenomenologically for
the combined effects of IR and UV PROBE laser pulses. This
comprises a rectangular pulse of 30 ns duration (which has
previously been shown45 to be consistent with optical pulse
durations of approximately 8 and 15 ns fwhm for the IR PUMP
and UV PROBE laser pulses respectively and a(10 ns
resolution of the digital counter used to log the IR-UV DR
kinetic data). The model can then satisfactorily reproduce the
rising portions (i.e., the initial 30 ns range of IR-UV delay t)
in all IR-UV DR kinetic curves, particularly those of the parent
or directly pumped level. An amplitude factor, proportional to
the infrared pumping rate, is also incorporated in the pumping
matrix δΠ(t).

The model is adapted to accommodate different infrared
absorption line-strength factors for rovibrational levels (V, J,

K)init prepared by the IR PUMP. This entails calibration by
recording typical (ν1 + 3ν3) band photoacoustic absorption
spectra of C2H2. It has been found advantageous to adjust the
relative intensity associated with the (ν1 + 3ν3) ∑u

+ J ) 1 and
3 rovibrational levels slightly (by less than two standard
deviations from mean observed photoacoustic-spectroscopic
signal amplitudes) to improve fits to IR-UV DR kinetics at
low values ofJ. Moreover, each probed level (V, J, K)final is
LIF-monitoredVia a different UV PROBE transition, so that
Hönl-London line-strength factors are required to convert IR-
UV DR signal amplitudes to level populations orVice Versa.

The kinetic model also incorporates a phenomenological rate
constantkD that allows for collision-induced energy transfer
(e.g., vibrational relaxation) beyond the field of states specified
in the kinetic matrixΠ. As before,45,73 this is achieved by
applying a damping correction to the nonequilibrium portion
of the population and multiplying the result by an exponential
decay function, exp(-PkDt). In cases where theV (ν1 + 3ν3)
andG (gateway) submanifolds are probed, we adopt a value of
kD ) 4 µs-1 Torr-1 (i.e., ∼25% of 16.4 µs-1 Torr-1, the
Lennard-Jones collision rate constant62), as in our previous IR-
UV DR kinetic studies.45 However, it is found necessary to halve
kD to a value of 2µs-1 Torr-1 when the bath submanifoldB is
probed; this is consistent with the notion that molecules are to
some extent “trapped” once in the bathB and therefore subject
to a reduced damping correction. At the same point in the
computational process, a factor is included for mass transport
losses due to beam flyout and/or diffusion,77 the functional form
of which has been discussed and characterized in a previous
paper.41

The microscopic form of model that best describes IR-UV
DR kinetics in the 4νCH rovibrational manifold of C2H2 is based
on an exponential gap law (EGL) description of the phenom-
enological state-to-state rate constants involved in theΠ matrix
for collision-induced energy transfer. Adaptation of our previ-
ously adopted approach45 yields a EGL relationship of form

where |∆Eij| is the energy gap andK0 and R are fitting
parameters. The factor (ηi

d〈n〉i/ηj
e〈n〉j)1/2 satisfies the detailed-

balance condition of eq 6, withηi
d (≡ηd) and〈n〉i as defined in

that context. Equation 7 is one of several well-established
relationships57,78-80 that can be employed (with various degrees
of adequacy) to define microscopic state-to-state rate constants
as a function of the energy difference between initial and final
levels. A power-gap scaling relationship57,78,81was also tested
in our modeling computations, but it yields inferior results. The
choice of adjustable fitting parametersK0 and R allows
mechanistic definition of the assorted channels of energy transfer
that need to be incorporated into the model. In situations where
ηd * ηe (e.g.,V-V transfer to or from the bathB), we introduce
an “effective” rate constant (ηd/ηe)1/2K0, which incorporates the
relative statistical weighting factor.

Overall, our model employs at least ten independent values
of (ηd/ηe)1/2K0 and two of R as adjustable fitting parameters
required in our model, as will be explained in section IV. For
instance, the effective parameter values of (ηd/ηe)1/2K0 determine
the extent to which the rate constantΠij for a particular channel
of energy transfer depends on aJ-dependent gateway mecha-
nism, whereas the value ofR determines how markedly the value
of rate constant decreases with increasing energy gap|∆Eij|.

In our previous investigations,45,75,76 we have computed a
goodness-of-fit variance value for each model-generated kinetic

Πij ) - (ηi
d〈n〉i/ηj

e〈n〉j)
1/2K0P exp(-R|∆Eij|/kBT) (7)

Πij〈n〉j ) Πji〈n〉i (5)

Πij〈n〉jηj
d ) Πji〈n〉iηi

e (6)
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curve, to provide a quantitative measure of the agreement
between experiment and model and to facilitate iterative fits.
In the present work, however, the complicated (and somewhat
speculative) gateway and CIQCB effects make it impractical
to incorporate a goodness-of-fit value for each model-generated
kinetic curve and for compilation of final fits to the observed
kinetic curves. The form of the rate-equation model that best
fits the observed kinetics is therefore established on the basis
of an iterative series of computations, entailing assorted adapta-
tions and modifications that are outlined in section IV below.
Payne69 has discussed other computational subtleties of our rate-
equation model, as applied to collision-induced IR-UV DR
kinetics in the 4νCH rovibrational manifold of C2H2.

IV. The Rate-Constant Matrix Π for Collision-Induced
Rovibrational Energy Transfer

Figure 3 schematically shows the format of the model that
best fits the observed IR-UV DR kinetics in the 4νCH

rovibrational manifold of C2H2. As discussed briefly in section
III, the 4νCH manifold is partitioned notionally into three distinct
rovibrational submanifolds (ν1 + 3ν3) ∑u

+, gateway, and bath
(labeled V, G, and B, respectively) that communicateVia
collision-inducedV-V energy transfer.

Within each submanifold, we anticipate regular collision-
induced even-|∆J| RET within the respective submanifolds of
levels (V, J, K), (G, J, K), and (B, J, K). Spectroscopic
characteristics (including well-defined rotational constants, term
energies, and line strengths) are abundantly available for the
first of these three submanifolds (V).17,35,36-42,46,53,55,67-69 How-
ever, the other two submanifolds (G andB) are inferred only
indirectly from collision-induced IR-UV DR spectra. It is
considered likely that theG (gateway) submanifold has par-
ticularly close coincidences in energy with theV (ν1 + 3ν3)
submanifold between levels (V, J, K) and (G, J, K) at values of
J (e.g., J ) 12) where observed gateway effects are most
pronounced and strong perturbative mixing is inferred. More-
over, all we know about theB (bath) submanifold is that it is
supposedly much more congested than theV (ν1 + 3ν3) andG

(gateway) submanifolds, as reflected by the inequality between
statistical weighting factors:ηB . ηV ) ηG ) 1 (with ηB

typically set equal to 100). In the absence of more explicit
spectroscopic information about the hypothetical gateway (G)
and bath (B) submanifolds, we assume that their individual
“phantom” levels (G, J, K), and (B, J, K) are iso-energetic with
those of the well-characterizedV (ν1 + 3ν3) submanifold, i.e.,
(V, J, K). This simple expedient provides the energy-gap values
|∆Eij| that are needed to calculate elementsΠij of the rate-
constant matrixΠ for collision-induced energy transfer, on the
basis of eq 7. Any significant deficiencies in this assumption
are compensated by assigning individual values of adjustable
fitting parameterK0 for particular channels of energy transfer
(e.g., for theJ ) 12 gateway). It follows that, for anyV-V
transfer process with∆J ) 0, eq 7 reduces to a particularly
simple isoenergetic form because|∆Eij| ) 0 and〈n〉i ) 〈n〉j:

where (as above)ηi
d ≡ ηd, ηj

e ≡ ηe; superscriptsd * e
representV (ν1 + 3ν3), G (gateway), orB (bath).

As depicted in Figure 3, the two forms of collision-induced
state-to-state energy transfer that occur in our kinetic model
for the 4νCH rovibrational manifold are (i) even-|∆J| rotational
energy transfer (RET) entirely within a given submanifoldV
(ν1 + 3ν3), G (gateway), orB (bath) and (ii) rotationally resolved
vibrational (V-V) energy transfer between any two submani-
folds V, G, or B. In the former (even-|∆J| RET) case, Table 3
presents the particular phenomenological EGL fitting parameters
K0

RET andRRET for the 4νCH rovibrational manifold of present
interest, together with numerical values that are ultimately (see
section V below) found to give a satisfactory grand fit to IR-
UV DR kinetic measurements for C2H2/C2H2 self-collisions;
these values are also compared with other EGL fits to even-
|∆J| RET in lower-energy rovibrational manifolds.45,48,50,57,70

Likewise, in the latter (V-V) case, Table 4 presents correspond-
ing effective EGL fitting parameters (ηd/ηe)1/2K0

V-V and RV-V

for the 4νCH rovibrational manifold, together with their grand-

TABLE 3: Effective Exponential Gap Law (EGL) Fitting Parameters for C 2H2/C2H2 Self-Collisions at 300 K, Describing
State-to-State Rotational Energy Transfer (RET) in the 4νCH Rovibrational Manifold of Present Interest and Compared with
Other EGL Fits to RET in Lower-Energy Rovibrational Manifolds a

effective EGL fitting parametersb

energy transfer process of interest K0
RET (µs-1 Torr-1) RRET ref

Even-|∆J| RET Channels within the 4νCH Rovibrational Manifold of C2H2 at∼12 700 cm-1

|∆J| ) 2 (“fast”) RET within the iso-energeticV (ν1 + 3ν3) andG (gateway) submanifolds 6.0 1.8 this work
|∆J| g 4 (“slow”) RET within the iso-energeticV (ν1 + 3ν3) andG (gateway) submanifolds 5.0 1.8 this work
|∆J| ) 2 (“fast”) equilibration in the bath (B) 60c 1.8 this work
|∆J| g 4 (“slow”) equilibration in the bath (B) 50c 1.8 this work

Even-|∆J| RET Channels within Lower-Energy Rovibrational Manifolds of C2H2

RET within theνCC manifold at∼1975 cm-1 4.1( 1.5 1.16( 0.15 82
RET in the (ν3/ν2 + ν4 + ν5)I νCH Fermi dyad component at∼3295 cm-1 8.1( 0.7 1.92( 0.17 48
|∆J| ) 2 (“fast”) RET in the (ν3/ν2 + ν4 + ν5)II νCH Fermi dyad component at∼3280 cm-1 11.0( 1.9 1.71 50
|∆J| g 4 (“slow”) RET in the (ν3/ν2 + ν4 + ν5)II νCH Fermi dyad component at∼3280 cm-1 4.8( 0.8 1.71 50
RET within the 3νCH manifold at∼9640 cm-1 6.4( 0.7 1.68( 0.03 57
|∆J| ) 2 (“fast”) RET within the (νCC + 3νCH) manifold at∼11 600 cm-1 9.0 1.6 45
|∆J| g 4 (“slow”) RET within the (νCC + 3νCH) manifold at∼11 600 cm-1 4.0 1.6 45

a Relevant spectroscopic nomenclature, rovibrational energetics, and energy transfer details are systematically reviewed in ref 35. Collision-
induced RET kinetics in theνCC rovibrational manifold of C2H2 has been measured by Raman-UV double resonance spectroscopy; the remainder
of the table refers to collision-induced RET kinetic measurements by IR-UV DR spectroscopy.b Effective exponential gap law (EGL) fitting
parametersK0

RET andRRET are as defined in the context of eqs 5-7. Units for an ideal gas at 300 K: 1.0µs-1 Torr-1 ) 3.1× 10-11 cm3 molecule-1

s-1. c These effectiveK0 values for RET within the bath (B) are set 10 times greater than those for the iso-energeticV (ν1 + 3ν3) andG (gateway)
submanifolds. This large effective value ofK0 artificially generates rapid collision-induced equilibration within the discretely structuredB submanifold
that is devised to represent the actual dense array of levels in the quasi-continuous bath, in such a way that adequately reproduces minimal induction
effects in the observed IR-UV DR kinetics. However, it should not be taken to imply abnormally large state-to-state RET rate constants within the
bathB.

Πij ) - (ηi
d/ηj

e)1/2K0P (8)
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fit values (see section V below) and a comparison with other
EGL fits to V-V energy transfer in lower-energy rovibrational
manifolds.45,48,50,57It should be noted that it suffices to employ
a single uniform value for each of the two dimensionless EGL
scaling factors: RRET ) 1.8 and RV-V ) 0.8. The various
effective phenomenological rate-constant amplitudesK0

RET and
(ηd/ηe)1/2K0

V-V (e.g., in units ofµs-1 Torr-1) can be divided
simply by the Lennard-Jones rate constantkLJ (16.4µs-1 Torr-1,
for C2H2/C2H2 self-collisions at 300 K62), to convert them to
corresponding dimensionless effective state-to-state collisional
efficiencies PRET and PV-V (in the iso-energetic limit, indepen-
dent of EGL scaling).

From Table 3, values of the resulting state-to-state iso-
energetic collisional efficienciesPRET for RET within theV
(ν1 + 3ν3) andG (gateway) submanifolds are∼0.35, whereas
PRET for iso-energetic RET within the bathB is supposed to
be ∼3.5 (i.e., 10 times greater); this is contrived to simulate
rapid collision-induced rotational equilibration within the quasi-
continuous bath, consistent with small induction effects in the
observed IR-UV DR kinetics.41,69 However, this does not
necessarily imply abnormally efficient collision-induced RET
between actual rotational levels of the bath submanifold.

The parameters in Table 4 yield assorted values of state-to-
state iso-energetic collisional efficienciesPV-V for J-resolved
V-V energy transfer in the 4νCH rovibrational manifold of C2H2;
these range from<10-4 to ∼0.25, defining the intrinsic
mechanistic structure of the rate-constant matrixΠ in our
model.69

It is particularly significant that, as recognized in our recent
discussions of collision-induced energy transfer in the 4νCH

rovibrational manifold of C2H2,35,42 the apparent odd-|∆J|
processes observed in IR-UV DR spectra and kinetics can be
ascribed entirely toV-V transfer between the quasi-continuous
bathB and the discreteJ-levels of theV (ν1 + 3ν3) submanifold

(with the gateway submanifoldG also possibly implicated). Our
phenomenological kinetic model therefore does not need at any
stage to invoke odd-|∆J| RET; this would have implied breaking
of a/s nuclear-spin symmetry and interconversion ofortho (I
) 1, a) andpara (I ) 0, s) nuclear-spin modifications of C2H2,
which is unlikely to occur on the time scale of our IR-UV DR
experiments. In fact, the kinetic master-equation model treats
supposed “even-J” and “odd-J” rotational levels in separate,
independent blocks of the rate-constant matrixΠ and (as
demonstrated in section V) satisfactorily fits the observed
apparent odd-|∆J| processes in IR-UV DR kinetics. Detailed
mechanistic implications are further discussed in section VI.

V. Phenomenological Rate-Equation Fits to IR-UV DR
Kinetics

A major outcome of this paper is that our phenomenological
master-equation model can satisfactorily simulate an extensive
body of available IR-UV DR kinetic results for collision-
induced energy transfer in the 4νCH rovibrational manifold of
C2H2, as previously reported in less detail.40,41 These data are
assembled from four measured sets of averaged IR-UV DR
kinetic curves, each with the IR PUMP tuned successively to
prepare the (ν1 + 3ν3) Jinit ) 1-19 levels and with the UV
PROBE wavelength (λUV) set selectively at∼299 nm to monitor
features that are unambiguously characteristiceitherof discrete
Jfinal levels in theV (ν1 + 3ν3) submanifoldor of the quasi-
continuous bathB, as follows: Set A, as in Figure 2 above,
with λUV ) 299.105 nm, probing the (ν1 + 3ν3) Jfinal ) 1
level;37,39 Set B, with λUV ) 299.452 nm, probing the (ν1 +
3ν3) Jfinal ) 12 level;38,41Set C, with λUV ) 298.973 nm, probing
the (ν1 + 3ν3) Jfinal ) 17 doublet;40 and Set D, with λUV )
298.767 nm, off-resonance from any discrete (ν1 + 3ν3) Jfinal

levels and thereby sampling the kinetics of the underlying
CIQCB bath alone.38,42

TABLE 4: Effective Exponential Gap Law (EGL) Fitting Parameters for C 2H2/C2H2 Self-Collisions at 300 K, Describing
State-to-State Vibrational (V-V) Energy Transfer in the 4νCH Rovibrational Manifold of Present Interest and Compared with
Other EGL Fits to J-ResolvedV-V Transfer in Lower-Energy Manifolds a

effective EGL fitting parametersb

energy transfer process of interest (ηd/ηe)1/2K0
V-V (µs-1 Torr-1) RV-V ref

V-V Energy Transfer Channels within the 4νCH Rovibrational Manifold of C2H2 at∼12 700 cm-1

J ) 12 gateway transfer:V (ν1 + 3ν3) T G 2.0 0.8 this work
J ) 18 gateway transfer:V (ν1 + 3ν3) T G 0.7/4.0c 0.8 this work
V-V transfer at otherJ: V (ν1 + 3ν3) T G 0.2 0.8 This work
J ) 12 bath transfer:B r V (ν1 + 3ν3) or G 0.3 0.8 this work
J ) 12 bath transfer:B f V (ν1 + 3ν3) or G 0.003 0.8 this work
J ) 18 bath transfer:B r V (ν1 + 3ν3) or G 0.35/2.0c 0.8 this work
J ) 18 bath transfer:B f V (ν1 + 3ν3) or G 0.0035/0.02c 0.8 this work
bath transfer at otherJ: B r V (ν1 + 3ν3) or G 0.1 0.8 this work
bath transfer at otherJ: B f V (ν1 + 3ν3) or G 0.001 0.8 this work

V-V Energy Transfer Channels within Lower-Energy Rovibrational Manifolds of C2H2

V-V transfer within the Fermi-typeνCH dyad:
(ν3/ν2 + ν4 + ν5)I f (ν3 / ν2 + ν4 + ν5)II

1.3( 0.4 1.70( 0.74 48

V-V transfer within the Fermi-typeνCH dyad:
(ν3/ν2 + ν4 + ν5)II f (ν3 / ν2 + ν4 + ν5)I

0.9( 0.1 0.91( 0.31 50

V-V transfer in the 3νCH rovibrational manifold at∼9640 cm-1 0.17( 0.01d 1.05( 0.08 57
“fast”/“slow” V-V transfer in the (νCC + 3νCH) rovibrational

manifold at∼11 600 cm-1
0.60/0.45e 1.1 45

a Relevant spectroscopic nomenclature, rovibrational energetics, and energy transfer details are systematically reviewed in ref 35. All collision-
inducedV-V energy transfer kinetics listed has been measured by IR-UV DR spectroscopy.b Effective EGL fitting parameters (ηd/ηe)1/2K0

V-V and
RV-V are as defined in the context of eqs 5-8, with ηB ) 100 . ηV ) ηG ) 1. Units: 1.0µs-1 Torr-1 ) 3.1 × 10-11 cm3 molecule-1 s-1. c For
gateway and bathV-V transfer involving the pairs of “J ) 18”/“J ) 18 perturber” levels, later refinement of the kinetic model uses the italicized
(ηd/ηe)1/2K0

V-V values, as explained in the text.d Relevant vibrational eigenstates of the 3νCH rovibrational manifold areJ-dependent superpositions
of 3ν3, (2ν1 + ν3), (ν1 + ν2 + ν3 + 2ν4)0, and (ν1 + ν2 + ν3 + 2ν4)2 normal-mode basis states. See refs 35 and 36 for details.e Two distinctK0

V-V

values (“fast”/“slow”) are needed to model the observedJ-dependent IR-UV DR V-V energy transfer kinetics between prominent vibrational
eigenstates of the (νCC + 3νCH) rovibrational manifold, namely, (ν2 + 3ν3)I, (ν2 + 3ν3)II, and (4ν2 + 3ν4 + 3ν5)0 [subsequently relabeled as (ν2 +
3ν3)0, (4ν2 + 3ν4 + 3ν5)2, and (4ν2 + 3ν4 + 3ν5)0 in ref 46]. See refs 35 and 44-46 for details.
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As explained elsewhere,41 all kinetic data are carefully
standardized, signal-averaged, and reduced prior to modeling.
This procedure is applied to kinetics ofV (ν1 + 3ν3) Jinit-levels,
including parent decay (e.g.,Jinit ) Jfinal ) 1,37,39 12,38,40,41or
1740), even-|∆J| and odd-|∆J| transfer (e.g.,Jinit f Jfinal ) 137,39

or 12,38,41 or 1740), and transfer between the quasi-continuous
CIQCB bath and discrete levels (Jinit ) 1-19) of the (ν1 +
3ν3) submanifold.42 It yields several forms ofJinit-resolved
kinetic curve, as follows:

•raw kinetic curves, recorded directly with optimal signal-
to-noise ratio in a self-consistent fashion;41

•averaged kinetic curves, as in Figure 2 andSets A-D above,
derived from raw kinetic curves;37,39-42

•reduced kinetic curves, generated by using a sampling grid
to contract averaged kinetic curves (encompassing all observed
data points) to a tractable set of∼50 data points for further
analysis;41

•background subtracted kinetic curves, in which reduced
kinetic curves forSet D(originating from the CIQCB bath) are
subtracted from reduced kinetic curves forSets A-C (which is
understood35,41,42to be a superposition of concurrently monitored
IR-UV DR signals for the CIQCB bath as well as discrete,
Jfinal-probed energy transfer), in readiness for modeling of the
Jinit-resolved kinetics.42

Figures 4-6 demonstrate the overall quality of fit of our phen-
omenological kinetic model (solid lines, compiled by adding
background-subtracted kinetic curves fromSets A-C to reduced
kinetic curves of the CIQCB bath fromSet D) to observed re-
sults (open circles), for even- and odd-|∆J| transfer withJfinal )
1 and 12; a corresponding set of kinetic curves for even-|∆J|
transfer withJfinal ) 17 has been depicted in a previous paper
(part 2 of this series).40 Likewise, Figure 7 shows the model-gen-
erated fit to reduced kinetic curves for transfer from even-Jinit

levels of theV (ν1 + 3ν3) submanifold to the CIQCB bathB.
An essential feature of our phenomenological treatment of

IR-UV DR spectroscopy and kinetics, for collision-induced
rovibrational energy transfer within the 4νCH manifold of C2H2,
is the notion that the ubiquitous CIQCB bathB is probed at all
UV PROBE wavelengths. These include those of apparently
discrete rovibronic transitions chosen to monitor population in
the (ν1 + 3ν3) rovibrational levels withJfinal ) 1, 12, and 17
(corresponding toSets A, B, andC, respectively). In effect, our
IR-UV DR kinetic curves (e.g., those in Figures 4 and 5 here
and in Figure 10 of ref 40) simultaneously entail transfernot
only to a primary rovibrational level (V, J, K) of the (ν1 + 3ν3)
V submanifoldbut also to representative iso-energetic levels
(B, J, K) that are contrived in our master-equation model to
represent the CIQCB bathB.

Figure 4. IR-UV DR kinetic curves forSet A, corresponding to
collision-induced even-|∆J| transfer betweenJfinal ) 1 andJinit ) 1-19
in theV (ν1 + 3ν3) submanifold of C2H2 (P ) 0.20 Torr). Open circles
represent observed reduced kinetic curves (e.g., derived from the left-
hand column of Figure 2). Basic model-generated solid lines are
compiled by adding even-|∆J| background-subtracted kinetic curves
for Set Ato corresponding reduced kinetic curves of the CIQCB bath
from Set D.

Figure 5. IR-UV DR kinetic curves forSet B, corresponding to
collision-induced even-|∆J| transfer betweenJfinal ) 12 andJinit ) 2-18
in theV (ν1 + 3ν3) submanifold of C2H2 (P ) 0.20 Torr). Open circles
represent observed reduced kinetic curves (e.g., derived from the right-
hand column of Figure 2 in reference 41). Basic model-generated solid
lines are compiled by adding odd-|∆J| background-subtracted kinetic
curves forSet Bto corresponding reduced kinetic curves of the CIQCB
bath fromSet D.
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The observed IR-UV DR kinetic curves compiled forSets
A-C are therefore taken to arise from a superposition of
concurrent processes, allowing a portion of the signal that
originates from the bath to be subtracted as a background from
such kinetic curves so that the concurrent kinetic processes can
be separated to enable kinetic modeling. The kinetic curves of
Set D (with the off-resonance UV PROBE wavelength set at
298.767 nm, as in Figure 7 of this paper and in Figure 7 of ref
42) are used for this purpose, because the CIQCB kinetics has
been found69 to be insensitive to UV PROBE wavelength. This
uniformity of the bath kinetics is borne out by the general
similarity of odd-|∆J| collision-induced features in all of our
IR-scanned IR-UV DR spectra recorded at different UV
PROBE wavelengths.37-42

It is found41 that CIQCB bath contributions are predominant
in the tail (t > 1 µs) of virtually all IR-UV DR kinetic curves
(both even-|∆J| and odd-|∆J|) and that background-subtracted
kinetic curves forSets A, B, andC approach zero asymptotically
at larget without adjustment of any scaling parameter. This
confirms background subtraction as an appropriate way to treat
much of the odd-|∆J| transfer kinetics.

As previously mentioned in sections III and IV and explained
elsewhere,41,69 mass transfer losses due to beam flyout and/or
diffusion77 can be factored out from the collision-induced energy

transfer processes that are of primary interest here. This
procedure reveals unusually rapid collision-induced transfer to
the CIQCB bathB from the (ν1 + 3ν3) Jinit ) 12 level (as in
Figure 7), whereas such transfer from other (ν1 + 3ν3) Jinit levels
is less efficient and exhibits a short (<0.5 µs) induction period
that is indicative of consecutive kinetics (e.g.,Via the gateway
submanifoldG).

The key mechanistic role of theJ ) 12 rovibrational level in
the (ν1 + 3ν3) V submanifold was first perceived, as in the
topmost portion of Figure 2, in the context of IR-scanned IR-
UV DR spectra, recorded with fixed IR-UV delay t.37-42 The
pivotal role of thisJ ) 12 level is also evident in the growth
and decay of even-Jinit kinetic features, associated with the (ν1

+ 3ν3) submanifold, ofSet A(probingJfinal ) 1; Figures 2 and
6), Set C(probingJfinal ) 17; Figure 8 of ref 40), andSet D
(probing the CIQCB bathB; Figure 7 of this paper and Figure
7 of ref 42). This applies for collision-induced transfer from
the (ν1 + 3ν3) Jinit ) 12 levelnot only to the CIQCB bathB
(as in Figure 7)but alsoto the (ν1 + 3ν3) Jfinal ) 1 level Via
the postulated gateway submanifoldG (as in Figure 6). Within
all of these sets of even-Jinit kinetic curves, theJinit ) 12 feature
exhibits the steepest rise and peaks several hundred nanoseconds
earlier than any other curves within that set. Dominant collision-
induced transfer channelsVia theJ ) 12 level, involving both

Figure 6. IR-UV DR kinetic curves forSet A, corresponding to
collision-induced odd-|∆J| transfer betweenJfinal ) 1 andJinit ) 2-18
in theV (ν1 + 3ν3) submanifold of C2H2 (P ) 0.20 Torr). Open circles
represent observed reduced kinetic curves (e.g., derived from the right-
hand column of Figure 2). Basic model-generated solid lines are
compiled by adding odd-|∆J| background-subtractedJ ) 12 gateway
kinetic curves forSet A to corresponding reduced kinetic curves of
the CIQCB bath fromSet D.

Figure 7. IR-UV DR kinetic curves forSet D, corresponding to
collision-induced even-Jinit features withJinit ) 2-18, prepared by the
IR PUMP and LIF-monitoredVia the CIQCB bathB, with the UV
PROBE off-resonance from any discreteJfinal level in theV (ν1 + 3ν3)
submanifold of C2H2 (P ) 0.20 Torr). Dots represent observed reduced
kinetic curves (e.g., derived from the right-hand column of Figure 7 in
ref 42). Model-generated solid lines are derived forSet Dwith even
Jinit, by assuming arbitrarily that the bathB is probed at itsJ ) 10
level and enhanced by includingJ ) 18 gateway transfer (using
italicized EGL parameters from Table 4) as well as “basic”J ) 12
gateway transfer.
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the bath (B) and gateway (G) submanifolds, have therefore been
incorporated in the phenomenological master-equation model
(see Table 4). As explained below, the fit to higher-J kinetic
curves is improved by introducing a second set of gateway-
and bath transfer channels involving theJ ) 18 doublet (with
italicized kinetic parameters as in Table 4). Kinetic fits including
only the dominantJ ) 12 gateway channel (as in Figures 4-6)
are referred to as “basic”, whereas those including also theJ )
18 doublet gateway channel (as in Figure 7) are said to be
“enhanced”.

As depicted schematically in Figure 3, the gateway (G) and
bath (B) submanifolds are contrived in our kinetic model to be
iso-energetic with the well-characterized (ν1 + 3ν3) submanifold
V. Because the representative rovibrational levels (G, J, K) and
(B, J, K) of the gateway (G) and bath (B) submanifolds are
inferred indirectly from collision-induced IR-UV DR kinetics,
there is no way to establish value(s) ofJfinal at which they may
be monitored by a given UV PROBE wavelength. Submanifolds
G andB are therefore assumed arbitrarily in our kinetic model
to be sampled by the UV PROBE atJfinal ) 9 and 10, i.e., at
the respective peaks of the odd- and even-J Boltzmann distribu-
tions for thermal equilibrium atT ) 300 K. In the case of the
bath B, the predicted kinetics is found69 to be insensitive to
sampled value(s) ofJfinal, in view of rapid rotational equilibration
that prevails within that submanifold (see Table 3). A similar
insensitivity to sampled value(s) ofJfinal has also been verified69

in the case of the gateway submanifoldG.
The amplitudes of model-generated fits to experimental IR-

UV DR kinetics probing the bath (B) and gateway (G)
submanifolds were adjusted to match our experimental kinetic
curves because the cross sections for excitation of LIF of these
submanifolds cannot be calibrated. Modeling relevant IR-UV
DR kinetic data therefore aimed to reproduce the shape (e.g.,
rise and decay rates and peak position) of kinetic curves rather
than their (uncalibrated) absolute amplitudes. A single “effec-
tive” LIF cross section has been assumed in modeling both odd-J
and even-J kinetics forSet D(probing the CIQCB bathB). The
absolute amplitudes of model-generated kinetic curves for the
bath kinetics ofSet D required adjustment by an adjustable
factor that varied greatly according to the value ofη (the
statistical weighting applied to the bathB). With η ) 100, it
was found that the overall LIF cross sections of the bathB and
gateway submanifoldG were (plausibly) of the same order of
magnitude as those of rovibrational levels in the well-character-
ized (ν1 + 3ν3) submanifoldV. Note that off-resonance IR-
UV DR kinetics as in Figure 7 (and, before that, in Figures 7
and 9 of ref 42) confirm that CIQCB signals are truly collision-
induced: they are zero whent ) 0 and grow in ast and z
increase.

Our phenomenological kinetic model confirms many of the
mechanistic inferences made from experimental observation,
such as the apparent gateway role of theJ ) 12 level and the
J ) 18 doublet of the (ν1 + 3ν3) rovibrational submanifold.
Construction of the rate-constant matrixΠ for collision-induced
energy transfer is an intricate process; see sections III and IV,
notably Figure 3, eqs 3-7, and Tables 3 and 4. Nevertheless,
model-predicted rate constants for overall state-to-field collision-
induced depletion compare favorably with experiment. For
instance, the model-predicted rate constants for decay of the
(ν1 + 3ν3) parent levels withJ ) 1 andJ ) 12 are 32 and 29
µs-1 Torr-1, compared with experimentally determined values41

of 39 ( 1 and 32( 1 µs-1 Torr-1, respectively. This level of
agreement encourages confidence that most significant channels

of collision-induced state-to-state transfer are realistically identi-
fied in the cases ofSets AandB.

From Figures 4-6 for Sets AandB (probingJfinal ) 1 and
12, respectively), from Figure 7 forSet D(probing the CIQCB
bathB), and from Figure 10 of ref 40 forSet C(probingJfinal

) 17), it is evident that our phenomenological master-equation
model can yield a remarkably good global fit to the observed
IR-UV DR results with a minimal number of physically
realistic fitting parameters for state-to-state transfer kinetics (see
Tables 3 and 4), despite their inevitable complexity.

As previously reported,40 the compiled basic model fits to
kinetic curves forSets AandB are generally better than those
for Set C, where observed kinetic curves for most valuesJinit

decay more rapidly than the model prediction, although the
population amplitudes are generally well reproduced. It therefore
appears40 that, as forJ ) 12 and for theJ ) 18 doublet, the
unresolvedJ ) 17 doublet should be treated as an additional
gateway for transfer to the CIQCB bathB and/or the gateway
submanifoldG.

The CIQCB bathB provides a background to all of our IR-
UV DR kinetic curves for collision-induced rovibrational energy
transfer within the 4νCH manifold of C2H2, as in Figures 4-7
(for Sets A, B, andD) and Figure 10 of ref 40 (Set C). There
is remarkably good agreement in Figure 7 (forSet D, probing
the CIQCB bathB) between enhanced model-predicted kinetic
curves and reduced kinetic curves from experiment. This belies
the intrinsic difficulty of accommodating IR-UV DR signal
contributions that arise from various consecutive processes
monitored by the UV PROBE and sampled as an average over
many J-levels of the bath submanifoldB, with UV-bright
population cascading through the rovibrational levels of the bath.
The satisfactory match in Figure 7 between model-generated
kinetic curves and corresponding experimental kinetic curves
at long IR-UV delays (t > 2 µs) reflects our hypothesis that
rotational population is rapidly equilibrated once it reaches the
bath.

It is useful at this stage to summarize salient features of the
phenomenological master-equation model that are needed to
arrive at the quality of fit that is achieved for basic compiled
collision-induced IR-UV DR kinetic curves withJfinal ) 1
(Figures 4 and 6;Set A), Jfinal ) 12 (Figure 5;Set B), andJfinal

) 17 (Figure 10 of reference 40;Set C), as well as enhanced
kinetic curves for the CIQCB bathB that is monitored by off-
resonance probing (Figure 7;Set D). These features may be
itemized as follows:

•As explained above, the contrasting kinetics ofJ-resolved
energy transfer with even|∆J| (which conservesa/s nuclear-
spin exchange symmetry of C2H2) and odd |∆J| (which is
apparently forbidden in the case of simple RET) are consid-
ered41,42 to be separable and independent in the cases ofSets
A-C, with the latter (odd-|∆J|) form of transfer attributable to
mechanisms involving the CIQCB bathB.

•J-resolved modeling of the even-|∆J| rovibrational transfer
is achieved by fits to the background-subtracted kinetic curves
for Sets A, B, andC (Jfinal ) 1, 12, and 17, respectively). As
explained above, these are free of ubiquitous underlying
contributions from the CIQCB bathB, which are themselves
obtained fromSet Dand insensitive to choice of the UV PROBE
wavelength that is off-resonance from any discreteJfinal level
in the (ν1 + 3ν3) submanifold.69

•The (ν1 + 3ν3) J ) 12 level plays a distinctive, enabling
role in collision-induced transfer toeither the gateway sub-
manifoldG (as in Figure 6)or the bathB (as in Figure 7), but
the growth and decay of its IR-UV DR kinetics is different in
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each case. One one hand, the rise time of the odd-|∆J|, Jinit )
12 feature ofSet A (as in Figures 2 and 6) is unusually high,
compared to that for regular|∆J| ) 6 RET (as in Figures 2 and
4); this is attributed largely to highly efficientV-V transfer
Via the gateway submanifoldG, with kinetic parameters (ηd/
ηe)1/2K0

V-V andRV-V as in Table 4. On the other hand, theJinit

) 12 feature ofSet D(as in Figure 7 of this paper and in Figure
7 of ref 42) rises less rapidly than the corresponding feature in
Set A; this indicates that directV-V transfer to the bathB is
only moderately efficient, consistent with kinetic parameters (ηd/
ηe)1/2K0

V-V andRV-V as in Table 4.
•As discussed above, the (ν1 + 3ν3) Jinit ) 12 rovibrational

level of Set A (see Table 4) is not an exclusive gateway for
highly efficient collision-induced transfer, in that there are other
less prominent gateways, such as that involving the (ν1 + 3ν3)
J ) 18 rovibrational level and its accompanying perturber level
(with italicized kinetic parameters as in Table 4). The enhanced
master-equation model (including theJ ) 18 doublet channel)
provides a significantly improved fit to the observed kinetics
for Set A(as in the high-Jinit portion of Figure 7) and resolves
apparent discrepancies. For instance, it yields a superior fit to
observed IR-UV DR transfer kinetics forSet Din the case of
theJinit ) 18 level and its perturber (as in Figure 6), compared
to the poor fit generated by the basic model for odd-|∆J| transfer
from the Jinit ) 18 doublet ofSet A in Figure 6. However,
agreement between observed and modeled kinetics remains
deficient in the high-J limit, with regard to overall complexity
of the problem, the lack of sufficiently detailed spectroscopic
information, and the need for a more adequate treatment of
collision-induced effects involving the perturbedJinit ) 18
doublet levels.

VI. Concluding Remarks: Mechanistic Implications

To conclude, we address two mechanistic questions concern-
ing collision-induced kinetics of energy transfer in the 4νCH

rovibrational manifold of C2H2, investigated by IR-UV DR
spectroscopy, namely:

A. What characteristic spectroscopic assignments apply to
the bath (B) and gateway submanifold (G)?

B. What are the implications of these results for C2H2 in the
wider context of molecular physics?

In considering question A, it should be recognized that much
is already known35,36,67-69 about the spectroscopy and energetics
of the IR-bright (ν1 + 3ν3) rovibrational levels in the 4νCH

manifold of C2H2 at∼12 700 cm-1. However, the accompanying
IR-dark gateway (G) and bath (B) submanifolds are inferred
only on phenomenological groundsVia their apparent manifesta-
tion in the IR-UV DR kinetic mechanisms that are explored
in this paper; their specific nature is therefore much more
speculative.

The origins of the collision-induced quasi-continuous back-
ground (CIQCB), that is found38,42 to underlie the discrete
J-resolved structure of collision-induced IR-UV DR spectra
in the 4νCH region, remain a mystery. Nevertheless, the CIQCB
is interpreted35,38,42on the basis of our systematic IR-UV DR
spectroscopic experiments and proposed41,42 to be equivalent
to the bath submanifoldB that is an essential element of the
phenomenological kinetic model presented in this paper. Note
that comparable CIQCB effects are observed inbothC2H2/C2H2

self-collisionsand C2H2/Ar collisions, which effectively rules
out the possibility of an intermolecular transfer mechanism.42

The CIQCB bath is postulated mechanistically35,42to arise from
a congested array of IR-dark/UV-bright rovibrational levels in
the X̃1∑g

+ electronic ground state of C2H2; the estimated69

density of available IR-dark/UV-bright rovibrational levels
exceeds 10 levels per cm-1, on the basis of all vibrational levels
(both geradeandungerade) with polyad quantum numbernres

) 20 and vibrational angular momentum quantum numberl )
0-3, and is effectively enhanced by rapid collision-induced
RET. The CIQCB bath is taken to be populated by collision-
induced energy transfer after IR PUMP excitation, followed
by LIF-detected UV PROBE A˜ -X̃ rovibronic absorption.
Many of the approximately isoenergetic rovibrational levels at
∼12 700 cm-1 that may contribute to the CIQCB havel > 0,
with Π, ∆, Φ, ... character that causesJ-levels to occur inl-type
doublets with e- and f-symmetry components;83 this allows
collision-induced rovibrational transfer (eT f) with odd |∆J|
as well as even|∆J| without needing to invokea/s nuclear-
spin symmetry breaking and interconversion ofortho andpara
nuclear-spin modifications of C2H2.37,39

Several J-specific gateways for collision-induced energy
transfer have been identified in the course of IR-UV DR studies
of C2H2 in its 12 700 cm-1 4νCH rovibrational manifold. The
mechanisms of these are understood in terms of a gateway
submanifoldG containing discrete IR-dark/UV-bright rovibra-
tional levels that are nearly isoenergetic with discrete IR-bright
rovibrational levels in the (ν1 + 3ν3) submanifoldV and the
CIQCB bath submanifoldB. The most prominent of these
gateways involves the (ν1 + 3ν3) J ) 12 rovibrational level
and is invoked (in addition to relaxation to the CIQCB bathB)
to model the spectroscopy and kinetics of unusually complicated
odd-|∆J| transfer fromJinit ) 12 toJfinal ) 1,38-42,69as illustrated
in Figure 6. This gateway channel comprisesV-V transfer to
an IR-dark vibrational level that is tentatively assigned by a
rovibrational polyad model45,46as (3ν2 + 10ν4 + ν5)/(ν1 + 2ν3

+ 4ν4 + ν5), with Πu
(e) (l ) 1) symmetry,nres ) 20, and mixed

vibrational basis state parentage.38,42,45,46,69 Less prominent
secondary gateway channels, involving the main and perturber
levels of the (ν1 + 3ν3) rovibrational doublets withJ ) 18 and
17, are also recognized;40-42,68,69these have been discussed (but
not identified, even tentatively) in section V above.

It is therefore important to acknowledge the phenomenologi-
cal nature of ourJ-resolved master-equation model of collision-
induced kinetics in the 4νCH rovibrational manifold of C2H2.
The model is devised hypothetically to optimize the overall
agreement with observed IR-UV DR kinetic curves. It is based
on spectroscopic and dynamical information that is not as
detailed as might be desired (or expected, in the case of a simpler
molecule or in less highly excited rovibrational manifolds of
C2H2). Our kinetic model might, therefore, be less than unique
in describing some of the intrinsic physical processes that remain
open to conjecture.

We now consider the latter of the above two major mecha-
nistic issues, framed as questionB concerning the general
relevance and implications of our IR-UV DR experimental
results for C2H2. There is an extensive body of IR-absorption
data for gas-phase C2H2,35,36,64,65,67,68,84but this by itself cannot
provide information on IR-dark rovibrational levels that are of
central interest to us.

Various laser-spectroscopic techniques are available to moni-
tor J-resolved energetics and collision-induced transfer in
congested high-energy rovibrational manifolds of C2H2. The
action of each of these techniques can be distinguished from
that of our time-resolved, LIF-detected IR-UV DR spectro-
scopic approach. This is because IR-UV DR spectroscopy alone
employs Franck-Condon factors associated with UV PROBE
excitation to project out IR-dark/UV-bright rovibrational levels
(V, J, K)final that are populated by collision-induced transfer from
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IR-bright rovibrational levels (V, J, K)init selectively prepared
by the IR PUMP. Several other versatile Franck-Condon-
assisted detection techniques, including stimulated emission
pumping85 and dispersed rovibronic LIF,86,87are also useful in
elucidating the high-energy rovibrational manifolds of C2H2.
However, none of these approaches have the distinctive capabil-
ity of IR-UV DR spectroscopy to reveal the combined IR and
UV darkness/brightness of rovibrational levels involved in
collision-induced energy transfer.63

Moreover, dispersed rovibrational LIF measurements of C2H2

excited in the 12 700 cm-1 4νCH and 11 600 cm-1 (νCC + 3νCH)
regions have been made by Halonen and co-workers,88,89where
observed odd-|∆J| collision-induced satellite features are at-
tributed tointermolecular vibrational step-down processes that
scramble theorthoandparanuclear-spin modifications of C2H2,
but without needing to break the strongly conserveda/snuclear-
spin symmetry.89 There is no sign in these dispersed rovibra-
tional LIF measurements89 of the CIQCB and/orintramolecular
odd-|∆J| transfer phenomena that are observed in our IR-UV
DR experiments employing rovibronic LIF detection.37-46

However, this may be attributable to the low sensitivity of
rovibrational LIF relative to that of rovibronic LIF.

Several additional indirect spectroscopic techniques, entailing
assorted forms of molecular action that are generally more
complicated than simple absorption or emission of radiation,
can be used to address processes in the 4νCH rovibrational
manifold of C2H2 at∼12 700 cm-1. These include optothermally
detected molecular-beam laser-Stark spectroscopy16,17 (which
has synergy with IR-UV DR spectroscopy in the (νCC + 3νCH)
and 4νCH manifolds35,37-46) and pulsed two-step IR-UV excita-
tion of dissociative H-atom action spectroscopy.90 In particular,
the local perturbation that causes doublet splitting of theJ )
17 andJ ) 18 levels in the (ν1 + 3ν3) submanifold has been
assigned40,68in terms of a crossing between the Coriolis-coupled
zero-order levels of the IR-bright, UV-dark (ν1 + 3ν3) ∑u

+

submanifold and of the IR-dark, UV-bright (5ν2 + 4ν4 + ν5)
Πu

(e) submanifold. Possible links, between such intramolecular
perturbations and anomalous collision-induced rovibrational
energy transfer within the 4νCH manifold of C2H2, have been
examined40 by measuring time-resolved, LIF-detected IR-UV
DR spectra with the IR PUMP preparing either or both of the
(ν1 + 3ν3) J ) 17 andJ ) 18 doublet levels. These appear as
locally perturbed doublets in IR absorption spectra67,68 (with
unusually large collision-induced lineshifts67,91), in IR-UV DR
spectra,37-42,69,92and in vibrationally mediated photodissociation
action spectra89 (with large photodissociation cross sections89).
This assortment of direct and indirect spectroscopic methods,
applicable to rovibrational transfer processes in C2H2, has been
reviewed in our recent papers.35,39-42 It is thereby possible to
view interesting rovibrational phenomena, such as local per-
turbations and associated dynamical processes, from several
aspects and compare them with our IR-UV DR results.
However, these assorted experimental methods (including
collision-induced dispersed rovibrational LIF89) fail to reproduce
distinctive phenomena (e.g., CIQCB and/or odd-|∆J| transfer)
revealed by IR-UV DR. This reflects the relatively high
sensitivity and state-specificity that derives from the temporal
sequence of IR PUMP, UV PROBE, and UV LIF detection
adopted in our time-resolved IR-UV DR technique.

Finally, there are interesting parallels between our gas-phase
IR-UV DR experiments and various applications of optothermal
spectroscopy by Gough, Lehmann, Miller, Scoles, Watts, and
co-workers. This includes the already-mentioned interplay
between gas-phase IR-UV DR and optothermally detected

molecular-beam laser-Stark spectroscopy16,17that initially stimu-
lated our interest in the (νCC + 3νCH) and 4νCH manifolds of
C2H2,35,37-46 Structural and spectroscopic properties of molecular
complexes and clusters of C2H2, as determined by Miller and
co-workers,2,10a,11,14b,14c,21c,93-95 have recently been reviewed.35

Also presented35 is a corresponding review of C2H2 and its
complexes incorporated in He nanodroplets34,96sa fascinating
frontier of molecular spectroscopy and dynamics.30-34

A topical theme of optothermal spectroscopy, relevant to
issues addressed in our IR-UV DR studies, is the extent to
which prominent intramolecular perturbations (e.g., Fermi-type
dyad structure) in an acetylene monomer persist in correspond-
ing complexes.35 For example, the separate (ν3/ν2 + ν4 + ν5)I

and (ν3/ν2 + ν4 + ν5)II dyad eigenstates of the C2H2 monomer
are found to persist in weakly bound complexes such as C2H2-
CO2, C2H2-Ar, and C2H2-Ne94 and also (probably) the dimer
(C2H2)2.11 However, no such Fermi-type dyad structure is
observed in more strongly bound H-bonded complexes of C2H2,
such as C2H2-HF, C2H2-HCN, and C2H2-HX or C2H2-DX
(X ) Cl, Br, I).93 Incidentally, we consider formation of van
der Waals dimers most unlikely under the experimental condi-
tions of our IR-UV DR experiments in which CIQCB effects
have been observed (T ) 300 K andeither Ptotal ) 0.2 Torr of
pure C2H2 gas or Ptotal ) 1.1 Torr of a 1:10 C2H2/Ar gas
mixture).42

In this context, a relevant application of high-resolution
optothermal rovibrational spectroscopy is the IR-IR double-
resonance study of the 6ν3, or (0 0 6 0 0)0, ∑g

+ vibrational
overtone level in the 6νCH manifold of C2H2 at∼18 400 cm-1.25

The IR-bright 6ν3 ∑g
+ J ) 2 andJ ) 4 levels exhibit splittings

that are attributed to local perturbationsVia couplings to the
full density of vibrational states expected in in the 6νCH manifold
of C2H2.25 However, there is no evidence of tunneling splittings
that would indicate the mechanistically significant isomerization
of C2H2 to vinylidene (H2CdC:) that might be expected at such
a high vibrational energy.25,40,86g,87,97,98

The above investigation25 revisits our opening theme of
significant advances in molecular physics that rely on innovative,
high-performance instrumentation;8 it exemplifies a variety of
eigenstate-resolved IR spectroscopic studies of congested poly-
atomic-molecular rovibrational manifolds, performed with op-
tothermal detection by Lehmann, Scoles, and co-workers.22-26

In particular, we also note their measurements23 of high-
resolution optothermal rovibrational spectra for theνCH, 2νCH,
and 3νCH acetylene stretching bands of propyne (CH3CCH) and
for the 2νCH band of trifluoropropyne (CF3CCH); these provide
interesting contrasts with the lighter, supposedly simpler (but
apparently not much less complicated!) C2H2 molecule in its
4νCH region, on which the present paper has focused.
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